1. **Call to Order**
2. **Meeting starts at 7:15pm**

2. **Roll Call - 12**
   - Sung
   - Laura
   - Curtis
   - Grace
   - Mitch
   - Nina
   - Joann – arrived at 7:22pm
   - Skye – unexcused
   - Gerry
   - Gerardo
   - Ted – arrived late
   - Bonnie
   - Joyce
   - Rosanne – excused
   - Robbie - excused
   - Estelle – excused

Break – 7:19
Meeting resumes – 7:23pm
3. **Hebel Rodriguez**
Covers area – Venice to Wilshire from Crenshaw to Redondo
People broke into 2 cars – from Redondo to Keniston to Crenshaw
- Smashing windows and taking items left in cars
- People must hide valuables under the seat
- Take valuables out of your car
- flyer campaign - posting on vehicles
- Gone to Ralphs
- Clean-up at Herb Wesson’s office
- The garbage on Pico - he went with Vince from Herb Wesson’s office and cleaned it up - Sanitation did not want to touch it.
Lassa – ring to deal with homeless sanitation
- Recruiting for C-Pap for – Police Advisory Board - meet the 3rd Thursday of each month at the community room / minimum of one member per NC

Gerry - there is a box – call 1800 #
Curtis - it is amazing how Sanitation is not doing their job.
Hebel – there is a lot of politics with the homeless issue; So Sanitation will not do their job. There was a homeless charging other homeless five dollars to stay in their spot.

4. **Officer Cho** – covers areas from Normandie to Western to Crenshaw to the Country Club Park.
- This area has similar crimes as the area Roble covers - window smashers and stealing valuables in cars.
- People are leaving sunglasses on the dashboard of their cars. Only hit once, they are lifting cars and stealing the catalytic converters – hit five or six times in his area.
- There have been home burglaries in homes with alarms. One house has a busted door open, but nothing was stolen.
C PAP is the 1st Thursday of every month.

Laura – same requirements for his meeting

5. **Public Comments - Officials**
Alfred Coletta – I was born in LA and raised in LA. I’m a child of immigrant parents
I never waived a jury- trial. I went law school. I’ve been a trial lawyer for 20 years working in Child Services. I’ve spent 28 years at the District Attorney’s office. I’ve worked with the gang unit
My last job was as in the Justice System Quality Division – Grand Jury of 23 people. I believe I know what is required to be a Superior Court Judge; what is required of a judge to be neutral. Please check out the website. The election is on June 7th.

Laura – If you have question follow up on his website.
Mr. Coletta you may leave. He leaves.

6. **Lisa Cahan Davis from Empower LA Election Section.**
One of 35 NC to allow stakeholders to vote online – you have 21 days two vote.
www.empowerla.org/vrp

7. **My direct line - 312.882.4246**
lisa@empowerla.org

Comment:
Ted – The Election Chair - new members have two vote.
8. Laura – OPNC - has a website - Koreatown we have a newsletter there
   - Ted Smith is the Election Chair — give him your info.
   - Empower LA has the info.
   - I live on Harvard between Pico and Olympic
   - I see an increase of apartment development in that area
   - You must be aware of the development
   - Planning & Land Management have a committee meeting on Thursday February 4 at 4849 Wilshire Community Room Wilshire Station.
Nina – we have a vacancy in the Land Use Committee.
Bonnie - check the website

9. 5. Minutes
Laura – the minutes must have emailed two all board members
Nina – I will email them tonight
Laura – before March meeting all minutes must be emailed to the board.

10. 6. Community Reports
11. Secretary
Sung – looking at the location for the retreat at the end of March.
Laura – the board retreat should be in March or April?
Curtis – didn’t we have a retreat?
Laura – I was outreach in December. At retreat – we will be training and it is open to the public
Ted – have the retreat after the election moment to get to know each other and get training.
Nina – is the election and the retreat at same time?
Laura – too much
Ted – It’s just a suggestion.
Laura – Do we have funds for a retreat?
Nina – yes, we do
Laura – I could see a reread in late April before Election Day on Cinco de Mayo.

There are two new people to add to the roster - email for Robbie.
Bonnie – I mentioned it before.

Treasure’s Report
Nina - August, October, November and January – the past two weeks the bookkeeper and I completed all the month’s balance as of February the balance is $15,836.07.
Laura – Our documents will be laid out on the table.
Nina - January Report –Expenditure report - Homeless project - Outreach did not use $250. It received a gift of $250 from a homeless organization.
Outreach - we need to take a motion
VOTE: Ted calls motion to move unused $250 from homeless to Outreach
2nd by Sun Unanimous

Laura - $12k allocated to the Election
Bonnie – How can we get rid of the MPH? $4,000 unused money /unspent- we had $16,000 when Alex was here?
DONE removed the money.
Laura – let’s make a notation on the balance sheet MPG with $4,000 has already been returned two
DONE because it was unused for the period of June/ July 2015.
- not sure why DONE is still showing it on our record books
Bonnie – it was carried over by Alex – taken back with the $16,000 by DONE.
Laura – It went back to the general fund since we did not allocate it. Folks did nod fill out the forms
correctly,
Gerri – So our actual budget is minus $4,000 and plus $5,000?
Laura – Every NC got an additional $5000. If you can’t use the current money, DONE will garnish it.
Bonnie – We have not received it, because DONE’s office is in transition.
Ted – Do we need to approve the expenditures of the other items?
Bonnie – We voted on them. We submitted funding requests.

Vote:

Ted motions to move January money subject to DONE.
Joanne 2nd the motion.

Bonnie – NPG?
Nina – According to the bookkeeper, there were no receipts or vendor names.
Curtis has receipts.
Nina – Anything not allocated because no receipts?
Laura – Do motion subject to...

12. Utility Services – Council member Puente’s is reforming LADWP. Councilman Herb Wesson supports
the motion. All we know is what is on the press release. Puente’s wants to change present board to
paid professionals. They will be allowed to hire their own staff. He will remove City Council and
Mayor from having power from of the DWP. He will remove the Civil Service and add collective
bargaining. He will transfer money reserves from DWP and move it to the City bank accounts. The
chart will probably change with the new body of professionals.

13. Public Safety –
Gerri - Pico is a high traffic area. The city and council will conduct more sweeps of food vendors.
Mid-town is taken over by new company.

Transportation – not able to have a meeting in the last month

Laura – the only Committee to meet frequently are Outreach and PLUM

Environmental and Services – not here

Trade Commerce and Tech - no time for it

Elections
Ted – we created an agenda to get information out. We should have one meeting before the
elections.
We have put on dates to start to be a candidate. People must go online to vote and when that ends
- 4 unexcused absences will be subject 2 removal. All information is on the website. We have 19
seats – in the email we mention there are 16 seats being held, equally divided between Crenshaw.
Question – Is every one going to run again? I will put the names on the website to show vacant
seats.
Election day will be at the Olympic Spa from 4pm to 2pm on May 5, 2016
Food is ok. Giving out spa pass if anyone showing up in person – pass is worth $10
- no required to buy large quantity upfront
- looking for 1 place centrally located for new candidates and board to speak
- lot of criteria to vote online – require ID cards to vote online
If you have ideas of a place to meet let me know - next meeting is on Thursday.

14. Laura – It is more advantageous for OPNC to run together again. You must go on the DONE website to register. You have until March 6 to vote. Each board member must register in order to run. You must say “I’m already on the board on the application”.
Curtis – What if we don’t register?
Laura – You cannot be on the slate.
Gracious – DONE website – EMPOWERLA – I would like to take the Trade, Commerce &Tech position?
Laura – I don’t see you in that committee at this time.
Curtis – I want you to define commerce and tech? How is she going two learn?
Laura – It deals with having to attend meetings which Trade, City of LA are involved in - Public Works –
once you proven grown with me. It will be a tough committee for an adult to do.
Bonnie – there are lot of meetings required by DONE.
Laura – You can participate in commode, but I will not assign you as Chair.

Outreach
Bonnie - check to see if you have done your classes. Check off what you have done.
Laura – I will have a to-do list - will get this info this week. A lot of you may have not taken Funding, Ethics and the Code of Conduct class – you must do each. The NC has date and time classes were taken by board members.
- Homeless Deployment –mention by the mayor
- The 101 is closed this week - closing from February, 5th at 10pm through February, 6th at 2pm.
- New candidates for board

15. John II – East vacancy -job with the American Lung Association as a representative - lots of work with public schools – lots of advocacy work

Geraldo makes a motion to have John on the board
Mitch 2nd the motion
1 abstention
9 yes

16. Lynn – sending up protocol of large PC purchases
Bonnie – nothing will be purchased at this time. Address it after the election

NEW BUSINESS
Curtis – time for us to get permit parking
- someone rob my neighbor’s car last week
- with all this new construction and eliminating parking with bicycle racks
- we can’t get up Wilshire
- Garcetti is in MDA’s pocket
- We need permit parking from San Vicente to Olympic and from Rampart to La Brea

17. Laura – with Enterprise parking vans – anything illegal is for Roble – as long as they are parking legally.
Curtis – the van had tickets.
Cho – 72 hours is considered an abandon vehicle
Laura – Enterprise Rental is on our side of the street - one parking permit is not enough.
Cho – First go thru the City Council – the process takes two years.
Curtis – can we get it going
Laura – yes
Curtis – 90019 – The state is giving $3,000 to retrofit your house - the deadline is February, 20th to register, then pick a contractor. It’s a lottery.
Lynn – I registered - go on the state website to register.
Laura – Do I have your permission to approach Enterprise Rent-a-Car regarding parking cars on street?
Officer Hebel will go with Laura to speak with Enterprise Rent-a-Car.
Officer Hebel – Victoria Park Station is having similar problems with a body shop - they could still park legally on the Southside of business when they are overwhelmed with cars.

Any Announcements?
None

Laura calls motion to adjourn the meeting
2nd by Joyce
Meeting adjourns at 9pmMeeting starts at 7:15pm

2. Roll Call - 12
Sung
Laura
Curtis
Grace
Mitch
Nina
Joanne – arrived at 7:22pm
Skye – unexcused
Gerry
Gerardo
Ted – arrived late
Bonnie
Joyce
Rosanne – excused
Robbie - excused
Estelle – excused

Break – 7:19
Meeting resumes – 7:23pm

3. Hebel Rodriguez
Covers area – Venice to Wilshire from Crenshaw to Redondo
People broke into 2 cars – from Redondo to Keniston to Crenshaw
- Smashing windows and taking items left in cars
- People must hide valuables under the seat
- Take valuables out of your car
- Flyer campaign - posting on vehicles
- Gone to Ralphs
- Clean-up at Herb Wesson’s office
- The garbage on Pico - he went with Vince from Herb Wesson’s office and cleaned it up - Sanitation did not want to touch it.
Lassa – ring to deal with homeless sanitation
- Recruiting for C-Pap for – Police Advisory Board - meet the 3rd Thursday of each month at the community room / minimum of one member per NC

Gerry - there is a box – call 1800 #
Curtis - it is amazing how Sanitation is not doing their job.
Roble – there is a lot of politics with the homeless issue; So Sanitation will not do their job. There was a homeless charging other homeless five dollars to stay in their spot.
Officer Cho – covers areas from Normandy to Western to Crenshaw to the Country Club Park.
- This area has similar crimes as the area Roble covers - window smashers and stealing valuables in cars.
- People are leaving sunglasses on the dashboard of their cars. Only hit once, they are lifting cars and stealing the catalytic converters – hit five or six times in his area.
- There have been home burglaries in homes with alarms. One house has a busted door open, but nothing was stolen.
C PAP is the 1st Thursday of every month.

Laura – same requirements for his meeting

4. Public Comments - Officials
Alfred Coletta – I was born in LA and raised in LA. I’m a child of immigrant parents
I never waived a jury- trial. I went law school. I’ve been a trial lawyer for 20 years working in Child Services. I’ve spent 28 years at the District Attorney’s office. I’ve worked with the gang unit
My last job was as in the Justice System Quality Division – Grand Jury of 23 people. I believe I know what is required to be a Superior Court Judge; what is required of a judge to be neutral. Please check out the website.
The election is on June 7th.

Laura – If you have question follow up on his website.
Mr. Coletta you may leave. He leaves.
b. Lisa Cahan Davis from Empower LA Election Section.
One of 35 NC to allow stakeholders to vote online – you have 21 days two vote.
www.empowerla.org/vrp
My direct line - 312.882.4246
lisa@empowerla.org

Comment:
Ted – The Election Chair - new members have two vote.

Other side of Western - not getting agenda
Laura – OPNC - has a website - Koreatown we have a newsletter there
- Ted Smith is the Election Chair — give him your info.
- Empower LA has the info.
- I live on Harvard between Pico and Olympic
- I see an increase of apartment development in that area
- You must be aware of the development
- Planning & Land Management have a committee meeting on Thursday February 4 at 4849 Wilshire Community Room Wilshire Station.
Nina – we have a vacancy in the Land Use Committee.
Bonnie - check the website

5. Minutes
Laura – the minutes must have emailed two all board members
Nina – I will email them tonight
Laura – before March meeting all minutes must be emailed to the board.

6. Community Reports

Secretary
Sun – looking at the location for the retreat at the end of March.
Laura – the board retreat should be in March or April?
Curtis – didn’t we have a retreat?
Laura – I was outreach in December. At retreat – we will be training and it is open to the public
Ted – have the retreat after the election – moment to get to know each other and get training.
Nina – is the election and the retreat at same time?
Laura – too much
Ted – It’s just a suggestion.
Laura – Do we have funds for a retreat?
Nina – yes, we do
Laura – I could see a reread in late April before Election Day on Cinco de Mayo.

There are two new people to add to the roster - email for Robbie.
Bonnie – I mentioned it before.

Treasure’s Report
Nina - August, October, November and January – the past two weeks the bookkeeper and I completed all the month’s balance as of February the balance is $15,836.07.
Laura – Our documents will be laid out on the table.
Nina - January Report –Expenditure report - Homeless project - Outreach did not use $250. It received a gift of $250 from a homeless organization.
Outreach - we need to take a motion

VOTE:
*Ted calls motion to move unused $250 from homeless to Outreach*

*2nd by Sun*

*Unanimous*

Laura - $12k allocated to the Election
Bonnie – How can we get rid of the MPH? $4,000 unused money /unspent- we had $16,000 when Alex was here?
DONE removed the money.
Laura – let’s make a notation on the balance sheet MPG with $4,000 has already been returned two DONE because it was unused for the period of June/ July 2015.
- not sure why DONE is still showing it on our record books
Bonnie – it was carried over by Alex – taken back with the $16,000 by DONE.
Laura – It went back to the general fund since we did not allocate it. Folks did not fill out the forms correctly.
Gerri – So our actual budget is minus $4,000 and plus $5,000?
Laura – Every NC got an additional $5000. If you can’t use the current money, DONE will garnish it.
Bonnie – We have not received it, because DONE’s office is in transition.
Ted – Do we need to approve the expenditures of the other items?
Bonnie – We voted on them. We submitted funding requests.

Vote:
*Ted motions to move January money subject to DONE.*

*Joanne 2nd the motion.*

Bonnie – NPG?
Nina – According to the bookkeeper, there were no receipts or vendor names.
Curtis has receipts.
Nina – Anything not allocated because no receipts?
Laura – Do motion subject to…

**Utility Services** – Council member Puente’s is reforming LADWP. Councilman Herb Wesson supports the motion. All we know is what is on the press release. Puente’s wants to change present board to paid professionals. They will be allowed to hire their own staff. He will remove City Council and Mayor from having power from of the DWP. He will remove the Civil Service and add collective bargaining. He will transfer money reserves from DWP and move it to the City bank accounts. The chart will probably change with the new body of professionals.

**Public Safety** –
Gerri - Pico is a high traffic area. The city and council will conduct more sweeps of food vendors. Mid-town is taken over by new company.

**Transportation** – not able to have a meeting in the last month

Laura – the only Committee to meet frequently are Outreach and PLUM

**Environmental and Services** – not here

**Trade Commerce and Tech** - no time for it

**Elections**
Ted – we created an agenda to get information out. We should have one meeting before the elections. We have put on dates to start to be a candidate. People must go online to vote and when that ends - 4 unexcused absences will be subject 2 removals. All information is on the website. We have 19 seats – in the email we mention there are 16 seats being held, equally divided between Crenshaw.

Question – Is every one going to run again? I will put the names on the website to show vacant seats.

**Election day will be at the Olympic Spa from 4pm to 2pm on May 5, 2016**
Food is ok. Giving out spa pass if anyone showing up in person – pass is worth $10
- no required to buy large quantity upfront
- looking for 1 place centrally located for new candidates and board to speak
- lot of criteria to vote online – require ID cards to vote online
If you have ideas of a place to meet let me know - next meeting is on Thursday.
Laura – It is more advantageous for OPNC to run together again. You must go on the DONE website to register. You have until March 6 to vote. Each board member must register in order to run. You must say “I’m already on the board on the application”.

Curtis – What if we don’t register?
Laura – You cannot be on the slate.

Gracious – DONE website – EMPOWRELA – I would like to take the Trade, Commerce &Tech position?
Laura – I don’t see you in that committee at this time.
Curtis – I want you to define commerce and tech? How is she going two learn?
Laura – It deals with having to attend meetings which Trade, City of LA are involved in - Public Works – once you proven grown with me. It will be a tough committee for an adult to do.
Bonnie – there are lot of meetings required by DONE.
Laura – You can participate in commode, but I will not assign you as Chair.

**Outreach**
Bonnie - check to see if you have done your classes. Check off what you have done.
Laura – I will have a to-do list - will get this info this week. A lot of you may have not taken Funding, Ethics and the Code of Conduct class – you must do each. The NC has date and time classes were taken by board
members.
- Homeless Deployment – mention by the mayor
- The 101 is closed this week - closing from February, 5th at 10pm through February, 6th at 2pm.
- New candidates for board
John Yi – East vacancy - job with the American Lung Association as a representative - lots of work with public schools – lots of advocacy work

Geraldo makes a motion to have John on the board
Mitch 2nd the motion
1 abstention
9 yes
Lynn – sending up protocol of large PC purchases
Bonnie – nothing will be purchased at this time. Address it after the election

NEW BUSINESS
Curtis – time for us to get permit parking
- someone rob my neighbor’s car last week
- with all this new construction and eliminating parking with bicycle racks
- we can’t get up Wilshire
- Garcetti is in MTA’s pocket
- We need permit parking from San Vicente to Olympic and from Rampart to La Brea
Laura – with Enterprise parking vans – anything illegal is for Roble – as long as they are parking legally.
Curtis – the van had tickets.
Cho – 72 hours is considered an abandon vehicle
Laura – Enterprise Rental is on our side of the street - one parking permit is not enough.
Cho – First go thru the City Council – the process takes two years.
Curtis – can we get it going
Laura – yes
Curtis – 90019 – The state is giving $3,000 to retrofit your house - the deadline is February, 20th to register, then pick a contractor. It’s a lottery.
Lynn – I registered - go on the state website to register.
Laura – Do I have your permission to approach Enterprise Rent-a-Car regarding parking cars on street?
Officer Hebel will go with Laura to speak with Enterprise Rent-a-Car.
Laura.
Officer Hebel – Victoria Park Station is having similar problems with a body shop - they could still park legally on the Southside of business when they are overwhelmed with cars.

1. Any Announcements?
   None

Laura calls motion to adjourn the meeting
2nd by Joyce
Meeting adjourns at 9pm

Required by the City: As covered under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability and upon request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services, and activities. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability of services, please make your request at least 3 business days (72 hours) prior to the meeting you wish to attend by contacting the Department of Neighborhood Empowerment. In compliance with government code section 54957.5, non-exempt writings that are distributed to all or a majority of the Board members in advance of a meeting may be viewed at our website by clicking on the following link: “www.opnc.org”, at a location given in the item number of the agenda or at the scheduled meeting. In addition if you would like a copy of any record related to an item on the Agenda, please contact the Olympic Park Neighborhood Council via email info@theopnc.org.